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Introduction & Objectives
Introduction
In TDM and toxicology, the analyst is often confronted with complex problems, where results can have important clinical consequences. Untargeted screening is an analytical challenge, given the high number of
molecules to be detected and the lack of standards available. Considered to be the reference method for screening, liquid chromatography coupled with high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS)
generates a large volume of high-quality spectral data, with a lack of tools for visualizing and organizing MS data of these compounds. Here, we applied molecular networking for untargeted screening interpretation.
Objectives
(i) build a mass spectral library of drugs found in intoxication and apply this database (DB) for drug’s identification in hospitalized patients;
(ii) use MetWork web server for identification of metabolites by generating putative structures and predict the associated MS/MS spectra when the exact mass is detected in the network.

Classical workflow

Molecular Network Approach (HRMS)

Toxicological screening in forensic and clinical toxicology : LC/GC-MS/MS

Aims : unambiguous identification of the unknown drugs involved in
intoxication cases
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Rapid therapeutic drug monitoring approach
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Aims : rapid estimation of known drugs in clinical samples
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Methods
Bioanalysis – Generic sample preparation

Data processing – from MS/MS to Molecular
Network without MS 1 preprocessing
1

2
MSConvert

3
↳ Chromatogram construction
↳ Spectra deconvolution
↳ Isotopes suppression
↳ Alignment
↳ MS1 annotation

(https://metgem.github.io)
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Data processing – from MS/MS to Molecular
Network with MS 1 preprocessing
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3/ Comparison with GNPS libraries (https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/libraries.jsp)

Drug/toxic Identification
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Molecular network generation

MS/MS data sent to
MetGem or GNPS

Results
Need for creation of a specific Database

Real Patient : local database benefit

Why
compounds relevant to the one found in patients admitted to ICU, ER and hospital wards in
France

MetWork : metabolite identification

Query : GNPS databases

Psychotropic drugs (AD, NL, BZD, Z drugs)
Pain Killer (Opiates, tramadol)
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GNPS NIH clinical collection 1
GNPS NIH clinical collection 2
GNPS Pharmacologically active compounds

Lists of compounds

Only 6 hits

CV drugs (BB, ARB, CCB, Sartans)
Anti-inflammatory drugs
Antiepileptics

Query : local (our) database

Antibiotics/Antifungal

Bourgogne/Genta-Jouve DB

ARV

21 hits

Immunosuppressants
OAD
Drugs (cocaine, amphetamine, GHB,….)

Bromazepam,
Paroxetine,
Nortryptiline
Tramadol and N-desmethyltramadol

Other

 Today : over 150 drugs and a few metabolites

Conclusion & Perspectives
Real patient : benefit of using MetWork for
metabolite annotation
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Conclusion & Perspectives
1st objectives

Second objectives

build a mass spectral library of drugs often found in intoxication or for drug
monitoring
up to now, 150 molecules already available
in CID
pharmacological drugs and drugs of abuse (doa)

Metwork webserver

apply this database for identification of drugs in patients admitted in intensive care
units (adults).
over 50 patients analysed, with relative success achieved (80%)

carbamazepine
nordazepam
phenytoin

Identification of this p-HPPH active metabolite gives more confidence in the result
communicated to the clinician and could explain potential toxicity in patient’s treatment.

Our data provide that Molecular Networking may be
applied with success for screening
Special attention needed for MN preprocessing

applied with success
increase the confidence by highlighting drugs metabolites
skilled analysts needed
In conclusion, Molecular Network combined with MetWork shows great promise
broadening the fields of application in toxicology and TDM :
looking for drug-drug interaction
discovering new metabolites
highlighting new drugs (wo standards)
enlarging our database (increase the scope of drugs)

